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Quote for Today: 
“The experience from the United States 

seems to be that it never can certainly be 

predicted whether profit or loss will result 

from the purchase and the application of 

nitrogen, potash, or phosphoric acid in any 

form.  One thing is certain, says Roberts in 

his The Fertility of the Land, and that is that 

the application of farmyard manure, in almost 

any form, will result in improved fertility and 

increased profits.  But this arises not from its, 

strictly speaking, chemical constituents, 

which could, of course, be supplied by  

chemical manures, but from the fertility 

which the decaying vegetable matter of the 

straw imparts to the soil, the most important 

feature of which is probably owing to the 

power of humus for conserving moisture, 

seeing that plants more often fail from lack of 

moisture, at a critical period of their growth, 

than from dearth of chemical constituents of 

plant food; and it is of equal importance to 

note that as all the moisture in the soil may be 

needed, and often is needed in the growing 

season, it is most advisable to store, through 

humus, all that can be kept in the land.”   
--Robert H. Elliot, The Clifton Park System of Farming 

and laying down land to grass, 1908.  [The dead roots 

may be even more important than what Elliot calls 

“straw.”] 

 
Cultivation of soils that are naturally high in 

organic matter will usually result in a decrease of 

organic matter. In the case of Luvisolic soils, their 

poor physical properties and low fertility have 

encouraged the use of forages, fertilizers, manure 

and judicious tillage. Such management practices 

have resulted in an increase in soil organic matter 

on Luvisolic soils, whereas excessive tillage, 

fallowing and minimal fertilization have led to 

further depletion of the soil organic matter. 
--Government of Alberta website, 2001 
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We believe that we should. . .  
 eliminate all wildlife that interferes 

with farming; 
 use Donald Trump’s motto, “get ‘em 

outa here,” when environmentalists 

speak up; 
 have a sense of humour but only 

when we are not criticized. 

News and commentary:  
 Here are some more comments from 

John Franken about weather.   

-1990:  river froze on October 11 

-1994:  river froze on Oct. 23 

-1996:  river froze on Nov. 1 

-1996:  55 cm snow on Nov. 15 

-2006:  73 cm snow on Oct. 27-28 storm 

(If someone will give us local farm 

records—not the airport—summer 

precipitation  reports or hay/haylage 

production we’ll print them, too.) 

 De Kalb announces that it is going back 

to production of open-pollinated corn 

and canola with no genetic modification 

and no neo-nicotinoid use.   

 An article about the Pfenning family 

farm (pfenningsfarms.ca/ ) in Ontario 

is subtitled, “Organic growers favour 

local food over imports and appreciate  

dedication of foreign workers.”   

 Here’s a note about what used to be 

called ‘hired men.’  “Lyle. . . was a 

short, wiry man with sparkling eyes and 

a sly smile.  When he came to work on 

the farm, he was thin as a rail.  It turned 

out he’d gone through a diet change.  

He’d been working in the creamery and 

he liked to drink fresh cream out of the 

farmers’ cans.  One day he dipped in and 

came up with a dead mouse.  He cranked 

the telephone and started bawling out the 

farmer’s wife.  ‘Oh,’ she said, ‘didn’t I 

get them all out?’  He stopped drinking 

cream then.  Stopped eating butter, too.  

That’s why he was so thin.”  Source:  

The Land Remembers: the story of a 

farm and its people.  Ben Hogan.  Used 

with permission. 
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 PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment 

of Animals) has changed its stand about 

animal ethics because a poll showed that 

most of their North American employees 

were eating lunch at KFC and had stocks 

in Tyson Foods.  Most respondents said 

they “really, really like bacon.”   

 After our recent irrigation and Water Act 

seminar, we did a little research and 

found this comment in Mother Earth 

News:  “Plan for overflow and manage 

as a resource – Most people implement 

strategies to get water off their property 

as quickly as possible to prevent erosion. 

We need to change our thinking and 

manage that water as a resource.” 

 Advice to a young rancher from Dallas 

Mount:  Only spend money on things 

that produce 100% return on investment 

in the first year – it is too easy to think 

that running a ranch requires lots of 

stuff. Gordon Hazard said something 

like “ranching requires a wheelbarrow 

and fencing pliers, and that is only if you 

really like equipment.” - See more at: 

http://onpasture.com/2016/03/14/starting

-a-ranch-from-scratch-an-on-pasture-

reader-asks-what-would-you-

do/#sthash.D4Of35jv.dpuf  

 Kochia and Russian thistle in a field in 

Montana proved resistant to glyphosate 

(Roundup, RT3 and generic varieties).  

This thistle is not the one we encounter 

in the Bulkley Valley.  It is one of the 

tumbleweeds that make for sentimental 

cowboy songs, but which are a very 

nasty introduced species of the arid 

plains.  Source:  

http://www.agweek.com/news/montana/

3979594-glyphosate-resistant-russian-

thistle-found-montana  

 We have been following the sometimes-

vicious debate about Alberta’s farm 

safety legislation.  As we were reading 

about this in Western Producer (Jan. 21, 

2016), a comment by David Janssens 

jumped out:  “We’re all running 

professional businesses, and we have a 

responsibility to our employees to pay 

them fairly, treat them fairly and provide 

them a safe work environment.”   

 Comment:  We are pleased that this B.C. 

farmer (one of many) has taken his stand 

on just treatment of workers.  Probably 

the Janssens name stood out for me 

because when I lived in the Lower 

Mainland I hunted ducks on Frank 

(David’s father, I think) Janssens 

flooded field, which—at the time before 

pumping stations were established—

flooded enough that once my friend put 

in his rowboat in order to reach the back 

of the field.  

 
Polled varieties not available. 

 In the same issue (Jan. 21, 2016) of the 

Western Producer, you will find an 

article about the Richardson Ranch at 

Tlell, Haida Gwaii.  Probably a number 

of readers know this family and their 

purebred Hereford operation.   
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Photo Gallery (no fooling). 

 
If you think stinkweed is a problem, look at this 

 
 
 
 

Glyphosate resistant horseweed (marestail) nearly hides a full-sized pickup. 
 

 
 

This is a toxic algae bloom on Lake Erie. 
 
 

Ed. Note:  If you haven’t guessed so far—check the date of publication.  You’ll have to decide for yourself when to 
smile and when to take things seriously. 

http://farmprogress.com/story-managing-herbicide-resistant-weeds-9-94082

